Scenario according to which the SU(2)-gluodynamics is a theory with a nontrivial fixed point is analyzed from the point of view of the modern MonteCarlo (MC) lattice data. It is found that an assumption of the first order fixed point g = g f of the beta function β f (g) has no contradictions with existing MC lattice data. The beta function parameters are found from the requirement of constant values for critical temperature T c /Λ F P L and string tension √ σ/Λ F P L in MC lattice calculations at 4/g 2 ≥ 2.30.
The Monte-Carlo (MC) lattice calculations is today one of the main source of the nonperturbative results in the gauge field theories. For the SU(N) pure gauge theories on lattices of size N τ × N 3 σ MC results are the dimensionless functions of the bare coupling constant g (another form for the 'coupling', β ≡ 2N/g 2 , is often used). The transformation of these functions to physical quantities are done by multiplying them on lattice cite a in the corresponding powers. The length scale L (V = L 3 is the system volume) and the temperature T are given as L = N σ a , T = (N τ a) −1 .
The lattice configurations with N σ >> N τ correspond to the finite temperature, whereas those with N σ ≈ N τ are identified with zero temperature limit. Inequality N τ >> 1 is necessary to avoid the lattice artifacts.
The best studied quantities in the MC lattice calculations of SU(N) pure gauge theories are the string tension √ σ and the deconfinement transition temperature T c . The MC calculations give the values of the critical coupling β were found for the finite lattices and the extrapolation to spatially infinite volume ('thermodynamical limit') N σ → ∞ has been done (see Ref. [1] and references therein). For the SU(2) gauge theory the MC values of the critical couplings β M C c are presented in Table I for different N τ and ( √ σa) M C in Table  II for different β. These MC data are taken from Ref. [1] . To define their physical values one needs a connection between lattice cite a and bare coupling constant g. Such a connection is formulated in terms of the beta function β f (g) through the equation:
The perturbative theory gives the asymptotic expansion of the beta function
where N=2 in the SU(2) case. Differential equation (2) with β
with Λ
AF L
being an integration constant of Eq. (2). Eq. (4) is known as the asymptotic freedom (AF) relation.
Using Eqs.
(1) and (4) one can calculate
and
The values of T c /Λ AF L (see also Ref. [1] ) at different N τ are presented in our Tables I and II give for different lattices almost a constant ratio [1] : 6) are calculated at equal coupling constants β in the region β ≥ 2.30. It suggests a possibility of the universal asymptotic scaling violation: it has been proposed in Ref. [2] that a deviation from the asymptotic scaling can be described by a universal 'non-perturbative' (NP) beta function, i.e., β N P f (g) is the same for all lattice observables and it does not depend on the lattice size if N σ and N τ are not too small.
The following ansatz was suggested [2] :
where R(g 2 ) is given by Eq. (4) and λ(g 2 ) is thought to describe a deviation from the perturbative behaviour. The equation (4) has been expected at g → 0 so that an additional constraint, λ(0) = 1, has been assumed. The values of T c /Λ
can be calculated then as
A simple formula for the function λ(g 2 ) was suggested [2] :
Parameter c 
The numerical values of T c /Λ N P L (9) are presented in our Table I Table II ).
In despite of the evident phenomenological success of the above procedure of Ref.
[2] the crucial question regarding the validity of the perturbative AF relation (4) at g → 0 is not solved and remains just a postulate. Do the existing MC data rule out any other possibility? To answer this question we reanalyze the same MC data using the same strategy as in Ref. [2] . A principal difference of our analysis is that we do not assume the AF relation (4) between g and a at g → 0. Instead of this standard approach we check a quite different scenario with the fixed point (FP) g f of the beta function. Note that the so-called FP field theory models were considered a long time ago [3] . This theoretical possibility has been also discussed in Ref. [4] . It was demonstrated in Ref. [5] that the precise data on deep inelastic scattering do not eliminate the FP model and other tests would be necessary to distinguish between AF and FP QCD.
Let us assume that the beta function of the SU(2)-gluodynamics has a zero of the first order at some FP g f . We thus have in the vicinity of this point
From Eqs. (2) and (13) we find then
with Λ F P L being an arbitrary integration constant of differential equation (2) . It follows then for the critical temperature
and for the string tension
Our requirement similar to that of Ref. [2] is to fit T c /Λ F P L (15) for different N τ to a constant:
where numerical value of C T is a priori unknown. This requirement leads to the following expression for the critical coupling
In addition we require the constancy of
and leads to the model equation for √ σa as a function of β:
Our fitting procedure for finding beta function parameters g f and b as well as the constants C T (17) and C σ (19) is to minimize χ 2 defined as
where β c and √ σa are given by model equations (18) and (20), ∆β
M C c
and ∆( √ σa) M C stand for uncertainties of the corresponding MC data. We assume that deviations from the formula (14) are negligible for β ≥ 2.30 and use available MC data from Tables I and II 
For the set of parameters (22) Tables I and  II. The standard criterion χ 2 < χ 2 min + 1 [6] defines an admitable region of the model parameters which gives a rather large variance of g f , b, C T , C σ , but with a very strong correlation between them. In Fig. 3 we show the projection of this admitable region to the (g f , b) plane. At the end point A, (g f = 0.288, b = 0.800), we find C T = 0.174 and C σ = 0.253. Another end point B, (g f = 0.717, b = 0.142), corresponds to C T = 8.90 and C σ = 12.98. Physical observables stay almost unchanged under large variance of the model parameters due to their strong correlations. We find
where the error in Eq. (23) caused by the parameter variations is calculated from the variance matrix of the parameters [6] . From Eq. (8) one can easily reconstruct the NP beta function β N P f (g)
In Fig. 4 we compare different beta functions discussed in our paper: β AF f (g) (3), β N P f (g) (24) and β F P f (g) (13). It is amazing that β N P f (g) with NP corrections (8) of Ref. [2] is very close to our straight line β choosing the form of expression (14) defining the arbitrary integration constant of differential equation (2) .
In the framework of our FP scenario we can predict string tension √ σa and the critical couplings β c of the deconfinement transition for the future MC calculations. They are presented in Tables III and IV. As it is seen from Figs. 1 and 2 these numbers could be hardly distinguished from those obtained with NP corrections (8) [2] to the AF relation. One needs very large values of β to observe the difference. The principal difference is of course exist: β c → ∞ for N τ → ∞ in the approach of Ref. [2] and β c → 4/g 2 f = const for N τ → ∞ in the FP scenario.
We conclude that available MC lattice data in the SU(2)-gluodynamics do not exclude the possibility of the FP scenario (14). Other lattice data would be necessary to prove (or disprove) the AF relation (4). (6) and (10), respectively. Last column corresponds to our results for 
